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Encrypt HTML pages, protect files in one go. It uses advanced algorithm AES/256-bit keys to ensure maximum privacy. A user-friendly interface; Encryption of various file formats (including images); Protection of entire folders and websites; Encryption of sensitive files
like PHPs, ASP, JS, VBS and HTML code; Protection of photos with any dimensions; Protection of all external links: images, css, js, etc.; Compression; Encryption of URL paths; Automated updates; Encryption parameters and their customization; Password protection;

Hotkeys; And much more! The developer Create secure, easily accessible webpages is made easy with HTML Guardian. It handles all your webpages, code and image files. I am a professional, and your application has saved me a lot of time in my work and increased
the efficiency of my work by applying your suggestions. GetMoreHits Userai Userai is a leading developer of top-notch software for the consumer market. Our goal is to create and develop the best products and software. Our software consists of key features such as:
Web Tracker, User-Focused Support Center, Order Manager, Smart Mailing, and more. Our tech team is always working to better our products in order to bring them right to your hands! Userai software is used by millions of software and computer users every day, all

over the world. Try our software free for 30 days! Userai is a Software Platform as a Service (SaaS).A titanium-supported solid solution to recover Ti, V and Nb from pyrolysis of titanium-rich slags. Pyrolysis is one of the effective processes to recover vanadium from
titanium-rich slags. It is still difficult to separate titanium (Ti) from vanadium (V) because of their similar properties of solubility and redox. This study proposed an immobilized sol-gel approach to synthesize Ti-Srx (Sr x = 1.0, Si x = 0.5 and 1.0) composite with high Ti

concentration. Ti-Sr1.0Si0.5 could be synthesized at room temperature. The Ti-Sr1.0Si0.5 powder was identified by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). Surface area

HTML Guardian Crack+ With Product Key

Add protection for your websites by encoding HTML with a unique encryption algorithm. This software adds a secret protection mechanism to your HTML and JavaScript code that acts as a secret key for your website. Only you know the secret key, while the end user
and the web server will see just a simple web page. Encode your websites in an HTML document, JS or CSS file, any text file, or an entire folder and protect the added security. A secret key is added and hidden inside the encoded data. You can also apply a bunch of
filtering parameters such as size, timestamp and filenames. Encoding runs in batch mode, so you can protect multiple files at once and add more filtering parameters. Additional features:-Encodes all HTML files in one operation (no encoding via multiple HTML files).
-Supports all major HTML document formats. -Supports multiple encoding modes (including embedding secret key). -Protects the whole website or only some directories. -Supports multiple file formats (HTML, JS, VBS, CSS, ASP, INC, SH, PHP). -Encrypts the images.
-Easy to use: supports many coding languages. -Makes sure that all files are encrypted. -Encryption is strong: strong cryptography for data security. -Supports multiple languages. -Supports deep encoding filters, like size, date and word. -Removes useless files from
the code. -Supports passwords, comma-separated values and XOR encoding (for Windows users). -Supports filters, including date, word, size, filenames, image,.txt,.htm,.html,.asp,.inc,.sh,.php. -Supports files from all supported file formats, including images, PDF,

JPEG, and JPG. -Supports filenames to be encrypted. -Supports hotkeys for a good navigation. -Supports an image protection mode, so images are only sent to the browser when needed. -Supports an advanced key management. -Supports a list of files to be encrypted
(and periodically encrypted). -Supports a backup and a restore option, so you can keep using the program if you lose the configuration files. -Supports an image optimization option. -Supports a multiple profiles and custom files list for uploading files. -Supports

Unicode encoding for better reading. - b7e8fdf5c8
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HTML Guardian PC/Windows

HTML Guardian is a lightweight Windows application that features encryption capabilities for helping you encode your HTML pages, so other users cannot steal and reuse your source code in other websites. This tool comes in handy for webmasters who need to
encrypt their HTML code and JavaScripts, password-protect their websites or individual files, optimize and compress the source code, as well as protect entire folders, websites, or user-defined file lists in a batch mode with security settings for each item. Rich-featured
layout The program offers support for many dedicated parameters, so you need to take some time and experiment with each built-in function for making the most out of this utility. Encryption options and filters HTML Guardian gives you the possibility to select the
files and folders that you want to encrypt and apply a wide range of filters, such as filename pattern, size, date, and/or user-defined words. Plus, you are allowed to create multiple filter sets and apply the desired one in your future projects. It works with the following
file formats: HTML, JS, VBS, CSS, ASP, INC, SH, and PHP. What’s more, it offers support for an image protection mode, and you are allowed to protect pictures bigger than a custom size and disable the browser image cache. What’s more, you can test the encrypted
data, define a list with files that you need to periodically encrypt for triggering the automation of common encryption tasks, encode entire websites, and protect your files with the aid of a strong algorithm corresponding to a 384 bit key. Last but not least, you can use
hotkeys for a better control over the entire process, write command-line parameters, back up all your current settings and restore them, install additional plugins for enhancing the program’s functionality, as well as convert web files (e.g. HTML, JS, VBS, TXT, PHP)
using the UTF-8 encoding method. Additional security features HTML Guardian comes packed with several powerful tools built to give you a hand when it comes to disable right-click mouse operations, printing, clipboard and Print Screen options, optimize the
encrypted source code, encrypt only some parts of the code, clean up your files by removing useless items (spaces, tabs, new lines, comments) from the encryption process, as well as save different sets of protection options to multiple profiles. An overall powerful
encryption app All in all

What's New in the HTML Guardian?

Image-Scaling Engine is a lightweight Windows application for quickly scaling any images. Just place your selected items on the form window and click the Scale button on the Toolbar. The program will do the rest. Included in this package are options to crop, resize,
rotate, flip, distort, and even apply complex special effects to your pictures. Simply place the desired pictures on the form window and click the Scale button to kick-start the process. Moreover, you are also given the opportunity to add a built-in text and graphic
watermark to all generated images, delete unwanted borders, let the program automatically scale the pictures to their original size and more. What’s more, you can also easily optimize the final quality by setting the output sizes for JPEG, JPG, TIFF, BMP, GIF, PNG,
TGA, PSD, XCF, and WBMP files. Rich-featured layout Image-Scaling Engine comes packed with a wide range of graphic filters, so you do not need to do anything but select your picture files and click the Scale button. The program includes 4 preset image-scaling
engines and you can apply different effects (at the moment, only 24 predefined ones are available) with the aid of dedicated controls. Furthermore, you are able to modify and customize each engine’s settings to suit your needs, as well as save different presets of
image processing engines to multiple profiles. Other powerful features You can also include a watermark to all JPEG and JPG formatted images, add customizable borders around your files and let the program automatically resize them to their original size before
scaling. Last but not least, you are also allowed to crop the edges of each picture, fix the embedded EXIF data, fix the white-point value of your images, save your files in 8 colors per channel, divide by 8, or merge multiple images into one at the same time. Additional
security features Besides the usual settings for cropping and optimizing image quality, Image-Scaling Engine includes several security features for better control of all photo-processing operations. Your pictures are indeed protected by an unlimited watermark, set the
process to start automatically, specify the picture rotation and flip, apply a custom angle for rotation, and opt for 8-bit, 32-bit, and half-float per channel color mode as well as save your settings in a portable way. And this is not all: You can also specify the maximum
size
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System Requirements For HTML Guardian:

*These are the minimum system requirements for the game and are for a recommended experience. If you have an older system, the higher requirements are recommended. We recommend using the xbox 360 version because it will allow you to share progress with
your friends. Windows XP or later NVIDIA GeForce 6 series or better 2 GB RAM HDD space: 10GB Buy now and get $5 off with this link: For the first time ever, experience
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